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ABSTRACT

The absolute intensities of the fundamental

infrared absorption bands of SiFLI, CF4 and SF6 were

measured utilizing the pressure broadening technique.

The effective bond moments, o , and bond moment derivatives

are calculated as a function of the most general potential

constants. The most probable values, based on a valence
Se. _0 I%

force field plus repulsion between non-bonded atoms (f*p"

column) and the alternative (,ctod column), are as follows:

SiF= 3.3 d 2.3 d
SiFr 3.66 d/A -7.49 d/A

CF= 2.36 d 1.12 d
dCFd r = 3.35 d/A 4.88 d/A

SFo = o.6 5 d 2.65 d

=/ r - 6.58 d/A 3.85 d/A

Te results are discussed.



BOND MOMENTS AND DERIVATIVES IN CF4 , SiF 4, and SF6

FROM INFRARED INTENSITIES

P. N. Schatz and D. F. Hornig

Metcalf Chemical Laboratories, Brown University, Providence, R. I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper reports the absolute infrared intensities of the

fundamental vibrations of three fluorine containing molecules and

some properties of bonds to fluorine inferred from these measure-

ments. In particular, the bond moment and its derivatives with

respect to interatomic distance have been calculated for the com-

pounds investigated.

A considerable amount of work has been done in the past several

years on the measurement and interpretation of the absolute inten-

sities of infrared bands. The results have usually been interpreted

on the basis of molecules composed of non-interacting bond dipole

moments, it being assumed that the change in moment during stretching

is directed along the bond and that during bending perpendicular to

it. The fact that the same bond moment calculated from different

modes of vibration sometimes has significantly different values

(e.g., in ethylenel )

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

l. A. M. Thorndike, A. J. Wells, and E. B. Wilson, Jr.,
J. Chem. Phys. 15, 157 (1947)
------------------------------------------------------

indicates that this simple model is not always

satisfactory. Nevertheless, such a model has given valuable infor-

Tnatlon about the chArge distributions in- mol~euleq and was emplooyed

in this present work,
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2j,

One of the effects which can cause the preceding assumptions

to break down is the polarization of one bond by another. In this

respect fluorine compounds constitute a relatively favorable case.

The polarizability of a bond is measured by the refraction, which

is generally small in bonds to fluorine, being about the same as the

C-H and C-C bonds, but considerably smaller than multiple bonds or

other halogen bonds. (For example2,

2. C. P. Smyth, Phil. Mag. 50, 361 (1925)

C-H, 1.7; C-C, 1.2; C-F, 1.6;

S-F, 2,0; but C=C, 4.2; C-Cl, 6.6). Consequently, it is hoped that

the polarization interactions among the various bonds wore kept to

a minimum. Of course, hybridization changes during a vibration may

still cause large interaction offacts.

BASIC THEORY ---

The experimentally observed absolute intensity, A, is related

to the absorption coefficient < by

A = Io= n - ' (i)

Band

where p is the partial pressure of absorbing gas, is the path

length of the cell, I is the incident intensity of radiation of0

frequency Q and I is the transmitted intensity. It has boon shown

that
3

3, B. L. Crawford, Jr., and H. L. Dinsmoro, J. Chem. Phys.
18, 983, 1682 (195o).
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= 8 7 r 3  i 4ip 
h Q i i 3

A1  i( ) ( ~) j - exp (- ) S '  (2)
3 h c g1  k T -J £

where Qi ' is the frequency corresponding to tho transition between

the energy lovels I and i', Ni is the population of thu energy

level i, and gi is its multiplicity. S i is known as the line

strength and is defined by

1' (3)
aii

the summation being carried out over all the individual degenerate

states a and a p is the vector dipole moment in a space-fixed

coordinate system, and ( I Ip ii ) is the matrix element of the

electric moment between the states I and it. The integrated inten-

sity of a vibration-rotation band is the sum of expressions (2)

for all transitions occurring. Such a summation has been carried

out for diatomic molecules3 (and'a closely similar treatment applies

to linear molecules4 )

4. D. F. Eggers, Jr., and B. L. Crawford, Jr., J. Chem.Phys. 19, 1554 (1951)
-- - - - - - - ---------------------------------------------------

and is readily extended to spherical top

molecules. Assuming as a first approximation that the rotational

and vibrational wave functions are separable, and that the electronic

wave function remains constant for transitions giving rise to

absorption in the infrared region, the line strength S if may be

expressed as a product of rotational and vibrational line strengths 3 ;

si iSr' 8sv' (4)



To this degree of approximation, the vibrational wave function can

be expressed as a product of independent harmonic oscillator wave

functions, one corresponding to each normal mode of vibration. The

energy levels corresponding to any particular mode of vibration are

given by,

Ev  v v + h Q (5)

where v is an integer and \)0 is the classical frequency of vibration.

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the symmetric top (of

which the spherical top is a special case) are well knownS.

5. F. Reichle and R. Rademacher, Zeits. f. Physik 3,
4 (1926)

----------------------------------------------------

The

rotational energy levels of a spherical top are given by,

E= h2  +(j 1), (6)S 8T2 A

where A is the principal moment of inertia and j is an integer.

There is a (2j + 1)2-fold degeneracy corresponding to any given value

of J, since every level has a (2j + l)-fold degeneracy because J may

have (2j + 1) orientations with respect to a fixed direction in the

molecule (quantum number k) in addition to the usual (2j + l)-fold

space degeneracy (quantum number m).

The expression for the total intensity corresponding to any

given vibrational transition, A , is obtained by summing the ex-
Vpreeion or At1 over all traneitione oceurring in the band. aig

preeion akin



use of Boltzmann statistics and using equation (4) yields,

A Tr-1/ " - (7)

rotational transitions. Nv is the total molecular concentration in

the lower vibrational level and Z is the rotational partition

function defined by

2-1 E/kT(8
z Z (2j + l) 2

J=o

The selection rules for the vibration-rotation transitions of

a symmetric top are different depending on whether the transition

moment is parallel or perpendicular to-the -figure axis. However, in

the case of a spherical top, any axis fixed in the molecule may be

considered as the figure axis 6 .

6. G. Herzberg, Infrared and Raman Spectra of Polyatomic
Molecules, D. Van Nostrand Co., 1945, p. 38. (

For convenience, then, let the

figure axis be chosen so that the transition moment is parallel to

it. Then the selection rules are7 , J

7. Ibid., p. 414.

) 0

The symbol 7- appearing in equation (7) is actually a triple

sum, since in summing over any j value the two previously mentioned

degoneracios must be considered. Hence oquation (7) may be writton,

1
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Th9 sl~anatin Z s
m, mt  has been carried out by Rademacher and

Peichc with the result 8 ,

8. R. Rademacher and F. Reichle, Zeits. f. Physik 41,
453 (1927)

------------------------ ----------------

" r', .1 I kn(

.,.~ ~~ ~~k 6(/,,,,)(: ,e
-k)

+,r3''(k1

It is now necessary to evaluate the sum, , Sik Since

k' = k (equation (9), it will merely be necessary to sum the terms

corresponding to the (2j + 1) possible orientations allowed for k.

This may easily be done if it is noted that

k (12)

Thus,

S_ '.
(13)

+- ,

Honce equation (10) becomes

= r- ' -I -F- /T ,

_-,e , -
.2 ~~~lI h A-v(4



7.
Sunuing finally over J' and j yields,

V i 1

In order to obtain the total intensity of the band, A(n),

A v' must be summed over all values of v, and it must be noted thatV

the infrared active vibrations of tetrahedral and octahedral molecul(

are triply degenerate. That is,

A( n ) = 3Z A v v n (16)
v = 0

This summation has been carried out by Crawford and Dinsmore with

the result that3 ,

A h C- 213 ( I+e (17)

where Q is the vibrational partition function and N is the total

molecular concentration. For fundamental vibrations n is equal to

unity, and for all of the molecules studied in this work the quantity

2B is extremely small. Therefore,

A( 1 ) -A = 8 3 N  o18
AM Ao- (18)

hc

It is interesting to note that for fundarental vibrations the effect

of induced emission is exactly offset by the sum of the vibrational

transitions 1-2, 2-3, 3-4 ..., provided 2B i.

If the vector dipole moment is expanded in a Taylor's series

as a function of the normal coordinates and terms higher than linear

are neglected, the quantity S o ' in easily shown to be
1

S 0 h 2  (19)

IT
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where Qi is the normal coordinate for the particular vibration

under consideration, and,%&is the vector dipole moment of the molecul,

(coordinates fixed in the molecule). With this result, equation (19)

becomes

A = N7T- 2i/ (20)

AiI = N -2 2 (20f

where Ai is the absolute intensity of the i-th rotation-vibration

band in cycles/cm atm sec, and Ai is the same quantity expressed

in cm'/cm atm if N is the molecular concentration at one atmosphere

pressure.

Since Crawford and Dinsmore3 have shown that higher order effect

such as electrical and mechanical anharmonicity produce negligible

changes in the intensity of fundamental vibrations they have been

ignored.

BOND MOMENTS C: DERIVATIVES

In order to obtain information about the individual bonds of a

molecule, the relationship between the normal coordinates and in-

ternal coordinates must be utilized. If the molecule possesses any

symn etry the'lattor are most conveniently taken as symmetry co-

ordinates which factor the secular determinant. In the three molecul

discussed here only one symmetry species (F2 of Td, Flu of 0h), can

be infrared active; it contains two normal coordinates, QI and Q2,

each a normalized linear combination of two symmetry coordinates,

R1 and R2 . in Wilson's notation9 ,

9. L. B. Wilson, Jr., J. Chem. Phys. 1, 1047 (1939);
2, 76 (19.)

--------------------------------------............----
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the desired relationship is

rA- +?L-)1L 1 )M 1--'1 (21)ak k \2kI; k 1 ,Z 2

where L-1 is the matrix of.the transformation Q = 1 R. The

elements of L-1 are given explicitly in terms of Wilson's F (potentis

energy) and G (kinetic energy) matrices by the expressions

>" 22 g2n (22)
L-IG
1  (GF) 1..i = 1,2

and

-2 G22 + 2ni G  + n2 G i = 1,2 , (23)

whore is the Kronucker symbol and X. =.T2 \)12 , if k-i is thewhoro

frequency of the ith normal vibration.

Unfortunately, the force constants, Fij , can only be

ascertained by fitting the roots of the secular equation, which for

the infrared active species of the molecules studied here iso

10. G. Herzberg, Infrared and Ranian Spectra of Polyatomic
Molecules, D. Van Nostrand Co., 1945.

F11 P12 11 12

-0 (24)
F12 P22 G12 G22

Since there are three force constants and but two frequencies, the

problem is indeterminate &n the best that can be done in the Qenera!

case, in the absence of precis-e-mezasurements on isotopic molecules,

is to obtain a rel otion between the three force constiats.
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A definite solution can, however, be obtained through the use

of a physical model which reduces the number of independent constants

which must be determined empirically. In the case of a large number

of tetrahedral molecules, a model based on the Urey-Bradley field,

a simple valence potential plus central forces between non-bonded

atoms, has been used successfully by both Heath and Linnett
ll,

---------------------- -----------------------------------------
11. J. W. Linnett and D. F. Heath, Trans. Far. Soc.

., 561, 878, 884 (1948); J. Chem. Phys. 19, 801 (1951)

(3 constants) and Simanouti
12

12. T. Simanouti, J. Chem. Phys. l, 245, 734, 848 (1949)
------------------------------------------------ m------------

(4 constants). Heath & Linnett have

also considered an orbital valency force field plus central forces

between non-bonded atoms (3 constants) with even greater success.

They also applied both of the preceding models to SF 6 , SeF 6 and

TeF 6 but the results were not as good, particularly for the lowest

frequency bending mode1 3 .

13. D. F. Heath and J. W. Linnett, Trans. Far. Soc.
.4, 264 (1949).

- -- ------- ------ ------ ------ ---. -- -----

These models probably fix the force constants fairly adequately

but because of the uncertainty it is important that the-moments and

I derivatives be calculated not only for the values derived from the

models but for adjacent values, so that thc sensitivity to the

potential function can be taken into account in arriving at con-

clusions. We have done this.I,
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a. Tetrahedral Molecules,

We have used the following symmetry coordinates:
1

Rix - - (&rI +t/r2 - 3

R - o (2
j2x 1 -r(12 + /23 +"134 6'0(24 341

(_2r1

Ry l/1- ( nr 2 - Z ,r 1)

2r 1
R2y - r°2 (' 6(X23 + n 13 + n"14 -A 24)

R z  1 (3&r 4 - 4r I -1 r2 " r)

- . ro ++A l),
R2z 2L 3. + 12 23 13

where the r's and o s are the bond lengths and angles of Fig. 1,

and ro is the X-Y distance. These coordinates are all chosen so

that the direction of motion of the Y atoms is in the positive

x, y, or z direction when R is positive.

If it is assumed that stretching produces a change in moment

along the bond direction and that bonding produces a moment per-

pendicular to the bond, it is readily shown from the geometry of

Fig. 1 that

r 2 R1 x(y or z)

and r
0 2 3 R2 x(y or z)

These equations are most easily obt ained from Rzand R 2 z The

positive enae of all moments is taken from X to Y.

In the calculations G11 =/jy + Xo G12 = and G =

2Ay + 16A where theg and/sy are the reciprocals of the massesy T'x x /ly
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of atoms X and Y respectively.
9' 12

b. Octahedral Molecules, XY6

A convenient set of symmetry coordinates is

Rix= 1 (L.r1 -Ar 4 )

= +° +-4

ro

2x - 8 (56 + N634 +646 +4024 "l2 15 "LIN13 " 13 )

= -1 ( r2 - r5Rlz Z 32
R 2y

where the same conventions are used as before. (See Fig. 2)

In this caseG r 1 = 2)A x + , G = 4/x = 8/ x + 24

y2y12 , G2246

The equations utilizing these matrix elements are consistent with

those of Lucken and Sauter 1 4 , i

14. A. Pucken and R. .&-aute-r, Z. fur Phys. Chem. 26B, 453 (1934)

and Heath a Linnett 1 3  but dono -e
with those of Wilson, quoted by Yost, Steffens and Gross. 52

15. D. t. Yout, C. Steffens, and S. T. Gross, J. Chem. Phys.

2, 313 (1934).

which

appear to bu in error. It should be noted in comparing Linnott's
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force constants (f) with ours that

F = f ; Ff12 F f22
11 = f F2 V 2 22 2

Assuming again that stretching moments are developed along bonds and

banding moments perpendicular to them, the geometry of Fig. 2 shows

that

C) Ix ( Y o - a)(26)

6 R~x (Y or J)

Aside from the potential constants, another problem lies in the

ambiguity of signs, both of the a8 / Q's obtained from equation (20)

and of the coefficients of Ll from equation (23). These ambiguities

reflect the indeterminacy in the positive direction ofwith respect

to Q, and of Q with respect to Cartesian axes fixed in the molecule.

When they are all taken into account, equation (21) yields four

solutions but only two different results for the absolute values of

c)p/cfRk. One or the other value is obtained depending on the sign

of the ratio Q1)/(0/A/ Q2); the sign ambiguity in L merely

interchanges the four results. Since there is no loss of generality

in doing so, we have chosen the sign of the L' elements so that each

Q has the same sign as the predominant symmetry coordinate in that

motion.

' .... It seems worth pointing out that as a consequence of equation (2
/a

an unanbiguous value for the ratio (,),A/ )R) / )*4A/CR 2 ) can be
found correspondinG to each choice of the sign of (A Q)/( / 2

This has the important cbnsoquence that if one of the coor nates

(eqg. R1 ) is a stretching coordinate and the other (e.g. R2 ) a

bending coordinate, the ratio of the bond moment to the bond moment
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derivative )/I r is determinate; i.e., if the absolute sign of

one is known from any other arguments, the sign of the other may

be found from the intensities. Similarly, if they are both bends

the relative direction of the bond moments and if they are both

stretches the relative signs of the <A-"/ r's can be found.*

EXPERIMENTAL

The Wilson-Wells extrapolation technique
16

16. E. B. Wilson, Jr., and A. J. Wells, J. Chem.. Phys.

4, 58 (1946)

was used to obtain

the integrated absorption intensity over a complete vibration-

rotation band (equation 1). Wilson and wells showed that the inten-

sity as defined by this equation cannot be measured directly with an

ordinary spectrometer, but can be obtained from either of the two

experimental quantities

B =ln TO d

pl f TB = -L- Td

I -f To

where To and T are the measured intensities of incident and trans-

-- - - - -m -------------- , . an e ,i . ipee - -- -- -- - m. ------ -----

ePootnote - These statements are readily reneralized. If there are

g vibrations in a given symuetry class, there are 2 g-1 independent

solutions for each Rkibut to each of these solutions corresponds

a determinate value for the ratios (!R )):(0V/ : R) :( / )

However it is doubtful whether this can prove useful in the more

general case.

------- m-------------m ------------------------------
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mitted radiation. Briefly, one measures the integrated apparent

absorption intensity for unit pressure (B or C) at a series of values

of the equivalent path length, and the limiting value, determined as

the equivalent path length approaches zero, is the absolute intensity

(As an alternative, the limiting slope of the integrated apparent

absorption, Bpl or Cpl, as a function of pl may be determined).

Atmospheric absorption is kept to a minimum in the region of the band

in order that Io be constant over the slit width, and a sufficiently

high pressure of broadening gas is used that the rotational fine

structure is eliminated.

The general procedure used in any given run was to measure the

absorption at about five different partial pressures of absorbing

gas, maintaining the total pressure approximately constant at 800

millimeters with nitrogen. The pressures used were such that the

absorption usually varied roughly (peak value) from 35 percent to

8 percent. The adequacy of 800 millimeters total broadening pressure

was confirmed by noting in all cases that if a sample of pure gas

sufficiunt to cause about twenty percent absorption was scanned afte.

successive 200 millimuter increments of nitrogen were added, the aree

of the band had stopped Increasing by the time the total pressure was

800 millimoters.

The very low partial pressures required wCru obtained by

successive dilutions of thu pure gas with nitrogen. In order to

insuro complete mixin3 of the gases, the mixing bulb was equipped

with a manual stirror which was uLcd after each dilution. In additior

thu bulb was always purmitted to stand unused for at luast twenty-

four hours after every dilution.
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The spectrometer used throughout this work was essentially

identical with one that has been described in detail in the liter-

ature1 7 .

17. D. F. Hornig, G. E. Hyde, and W. A. Adcock, J. Opt. Soc.
Am. 4O, 497 (190)

Briefly, it consisted of a double beam optical system used

with a Perkin-Elmer model 83 monochromator. The instrument gave a

continuous recording of the ratio of light intensity transmitted by

sample and blank cells. The instrument had an automatic slit control

which maintained the energy received by the detector from the blank

path constant.

In all cases "absorption areas" (C) were used as determined

directly from the bands obtained on the recorder chart. The area

of each band was measured at least twice with a compensating polar

planimeter. It was possible to use the areas directly as recorded

because the change in dispersion across the bands was small. (In thL

case of the 632 cm-1 CF4 band and the 615 cm-1 SF6 band it was

necessary to divide the bands in halves and treat each half separate]

to insure that the change in dispersion across these bands would not

cause appreciable errors). Since the absorption area is independent

18of the resolving power

-- ------ ------ --

18. D. M. Dennison, Phys. Rev. 31, 03 (1928)

fairly wide slits were used to obtain a

low noise level.

Both the limiting value of C and the limiting slope of C'(. Cpl)

were determined for each band. The former is shown in figures 3a-8a,
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the latter in figures 3b-8b, In addition, the limiting slope of C'

was obtained by plotting each individual run separately. These

individual runs may be distinguished by the variously shaded circles

although the individual C' curves are not shown. The final intensity

reported for each band is an average of the following three quantitie:

(1) the limiting value of C, (2) the limiting slope of C', (3) the

average of the limiting slopes of C' obtained from the individual

runs. The intensities and / Qts obtained are summarized in Table

A correction for stray light was always made before extrapolatio,

to zero equivalent path length. Only in the case of the 391 cm-1

band of SiF 4 (KRS-5 region) was the amount of stray light ever greater

than 10 percent (11j 115A).

A consideration of the errors involved in measuring tho inton-

sity of absorption shows that the combined errors in the measurement

of C probably do not exceed 5 percent. The uncertainty introduced

by the extrapolations is estimated to be no greater than 5 percent.

Honce the absolute intensities reported should be accurate to + 10

percent or bettor.

SILICON TETRAFLUORIDE

The SiF 4 used was prepared by heating pure barium fluosilicato.

The gas formed was passed through a dry-ice-acetone bath to remove

non-volatilu impurities. It was thLn condensed in a vacuum system

with liquid nitrogon and any non-condonsoblc gases present wore

pumped off. The SiF4 thus prepared was thought to be almost 100 por-

cunt pure.

A thallium bromide-iodide (KRS-5) prism was used for the 391 cm"I
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band. By using a potassium bromide scattering filter and replacing

the glass mirror before the entrance slit with one of polished

stainless steel, the stray light was reduced to about 11 percent.

Since there are atmospheric water bands in this region of the

spectrum, the optical path was thoroughly dried. No band was

scanned unless the presence of water vapor was indetectable when

the spectrometer was operated as a single beam instrument. The

average resolution was very roughly estimated to have been 20 to

25 m l . The approximate peak to peak noise level on the records

was 1 to 1.5 percent.

A rock salt prism was used for the 1031 cm-1 band, and the

average resolution was about 16 cm 1 . The peak to peak noise level

on the records was about half a percent.

The results obtained are plotted in Figs. $-a, )b, 4a and b.

/Xo, , and the values of the coefficients of L-1 in the equations

Q L 1 IR, are plotted as a function of the potential constants

obtained from the general solution over a wide range of values in

figure 9. The frequencies used in these calculations are listed in

Table 2, snd the Si-F distance was taken as 1.54 P19.

19. L. 0. Brockway, Rev. Mod. Phys. 8, 231 (1936)
-- M - -------------- --- --- -----..--- --- --- MM.---

As mentioned before, the relative signs of uAo and ct/) r are

correct but tho absolute signs are indeterminate. The value given

by the bimanouti model12 for FIl is indicated by the dashed line

and it does not seem likely that the truo potuntial constant differs

by more than a few percent from this result. Consequently we can
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conclude either that

ko = 3.3 d oroA = 2.3 d

*/"/J r = 3.66 d/A or 4 r = -7.-49 d/A

CARBON TETRAFLUORIDE

The CF4 used was obtained from the Minnesota Mining and Manu-

facturing Company. It contained about 5 percent fluoroform and

traces of carbon dioxide, hexafluoroethane, and an unidentified

material. The gas was fractionally distilled twice and it was

estimated from the decrease in peak value of the most intense CF3 H

fundamental (1152 cm-1 ) that about 90 percent of the CF 3H originally

present was removed. Hence the CFL1 used was of greater than 99 per.

cent purity.

The intensity of the 632 cm-l band was detenriined using a

potassium bromide prism. This band was sufficiently close to the

15 micron carbon dioxide band that it was necessary to exclude atmos-

pheric carbon dioxide. I1o band was scanned until the strong Q branch

of the carbon dioxide fundamental was indetectable on single beam

operation. The average resolution used was about 14 to 15 cm-1 . A

rock salt prism was used for the 1267 cm"I band, and the resolution

was roughly 20 cmil. The peak to peak noise level on the records

was less than 1.5 percent in both cases.
7' 1 r

The experimental results are plotted in Figs. Sao §bs (a and jb-;

,, kA/a r and L-1 elements as functions of the potential constantr

appear in figure 10 in the same way as for SiF4 . The frequencies

used in the calculation are listed in Table 2; and 1-36 A was used

for the C-F distance19. Subsequent to the completion of the cal-

culation a newer invostigation20
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20. P. J. H. Woltz and A. H. Nielsen, J. Chem. Phys. 20
307 (1952)

has assigned U 3 to a frequency

of 1283 cm"I , a change of slightly more than one percent which would

not significantly alter the results.

As before, the potential constants of Simanouti lead to the

alternate results

A.0 = 2,36 d /Qo = 1,12 d
or

3.35 d/A A,4 = 4.88 d/Aar 0---r

SULFUR HEXAFLU0 RIDE

The SF6 used was obtained from the Me theson Company. The only

appreciable impurity reported by them was two percent of non-

condensable gases (as air) by volume. This was removed by pumping

on the condensed gas so that essentially 100 percent pure SF6 was

employed.

A potassium bromide prism was used for the 615 cm"1 band and a

rock salt prism for the 947 cm"1 band. The average resolution was

about 11 to 12 cm-1 and the peak to peak noise on the records was

less than 1.5 percent in both cases.

The results are plotted in Figs. Ta, 1b, fa and Ib and in

Figure 11 as in the previous cases. The frequencies used in the

calculations are listed in Table 2. The S-F distance was taken to

be 1.57 A19.

The most probable valutes in Figure 11 ara indicated by dashed

lines. Although the Heath and Linnett solution doos not fit the
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lowest bending frequency, 0 (F 2 ), very well (Ij error), the

constant FII is determined only by the two strong Raman active modes,

")(Alg) and U(Eg)' so we have chosen to determine Fl, in this way.

It is also possible to establish an independent upper limit for FI

as follows. kamploying the Wilson F and G matrices and using symmetry

coordinates to factor the secular determinant9 yields the following

results, where a complete quadratic potential function has been used!

for the Alg species,

A + 4B + L = X(Al'h = 6.723 x 105 dynes/cm; (27)

for the Bg specios,

A - 2B + L = \(Emy 4.642 x lo5 dynes/cm. (28)

The definitions of the force constants used are as follows where the

notation of Decius
21

21. J. C. Decius, J. Chem. Phys. 16, 1025 (1948)

has been employed:

A "f2 B fl (right angles), L "fl (linear) From therr' - rr

above equations it follows that A + L = 5.336 x lo5 dynos/cm. L is

the bond stretching interaction force constant between two bonds

lying along a straight line. This constant would be expected to be

positive either on the basis of resonance arguments or by considerink

that there are repulsion forces acting between the F atoms. That is,

one would expect the one S-F bond length to decrease if the other

S-F bond were stretched. This is further confirmed by the fact that

B (thebond stretching interaction force constant for bonds at right

angles) is + 0o3347 x lo5 dynes/cm (obtained from equations (27) and

(28). Consequently, if it is assumed that L cannot be less than zero.
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then Fl, cannot be greater than 5.336 x 1o5 dynes/em,

Therefore, the most probable results are

/o -= 0. 65 d or o = 2,65 d
or

-L - 6.58 d,/A =. :3.85 A/Ar

CONCLUSIONS

The problem of distinguishing between the alternative solutions

is a difficult one, except for SF6. One would expect a value of

approximately 202d for the Si-F moment on the basis of electro-

22
negativities

22. L. Pauling, Nature of the Chemical Bond, Cornell
University Press (1948), p. 64 ff.

On the other hand, the dipole moment of SiH 3F has

been accurately determined from the microwave spectrum as 1.27d23 .

-------------- m--------------------------------m-------
23. A. H. Sharbaugh, Vd G. Thomas, and B. S. Pritchard,

Phys. Rev. 78, 64 (195O)
------------- ----------------------------- m----------

This implies either a lower Si-F moment or an Si-H moment of the

order of ld (H - Si). -However, both arguments lead to the choice

= 2.3 d and it seems that the error does not exceed + 0.3 d.

The difficulty with this conclusion is that the corresponding

value of 4M/c r, -7.5d/A, is much larger than in the otier two

molecules as W011 as of opposite sign; i.e. the moment decreases

when the bond is stretched whereas in CF4 and SF6 it increases.

Consequently, some caution is advisable, particularly since our

right to identify/A0 with the static moment of the bond is open to

question.
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For CF4 , eloctronegativities suggest a value of roughly 1*5 d

for the C-F moment22 , intermediate between the two possibilities.

The dipole moment of CF 3H is reported to be 1.59d24

24. K. L. Ramaswamy, Proc. Indian Acad. Sci. 2A, 364 (1935)
o--------------------------- ---------- M-- - - - - -- M -= - - - - - -

and this loads

to C-F moments of 1.19d or 1.99d, depending on the polarity of the

C-H dipole which we assume has a magnitude of 0.4 d.

If the conventional polarity, 6 - A, is correct, we conclude

that we must choose O = 1.12 d and c)/Wc) r = 4.1d/A. However ,

there are strong theoretical arguments2
5 ' 26

25. C. A. Coulson, Trans. Far. Soc. 38, 433 (1942)

26. W. L. G. Gent, quart. Rev. 2, 383 (1948)

for the polarity . H,

and in this case the other choice, 2,36d, becomes the better. More-

over,--if the true value of F is 5.6 x l05 dynes/cm. rather than

5.2 x lO5 dynos/cm., the moment corresponding to positive

( 40-/ )Q1) / q2 ) would be reduced to 2.0 d. Consequuntly, a

clear choice on this basis seems impossiblo at present.

In a study of CH3F, Barrow and Mcoan2 7

-- - -- - -im -------i 0 JO l Oli l O! l l o -- -- - - - - -- - - - -

27. G. M. Barrow and D. C. McKoan, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London)
A213 27 (1952)

f ound aA/ r = 4.70d/A

for thu C-F bond (the less ruasonable alternative was 4.5Od/A), a

valuc, close to that associated with the lower dipole momunt.
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Therefore it seems most likely that k/r= 4.88d/A. The magni-

tudo of the moment increases as the bond is stretched (this last

conclusion is valid in either case). We must also conclude then
- +

that in CF 3H the polarity is C - H.

Tho choice is a little easier for SF6. An oloctronegativity

based on di- or tetravalent sulfur (s-p hybridization2 2 ) predicts

an S-F moment of about 1.5d but in hexacovalunt sulfur (s-p-d hybrid-

ization) the moment might be Qxpuctod to br gruater. It seems

reasonable that the hexavalent S-F moment should be greater than that

of Si-F. since one of the choices is only 0.65d, it seems quite

likely that/, 0 = 2.65 d is correct, in which case )A/I r = 3.85d/A

and the moment increases as the bond stretches. The only reservation

that must be made is that if F1l is actually as great as 6 x l05

dynes/cm., the other choice of ratio also leads to a sufficiently

larqeo. However since, as was pointed out before, this would

require a large negative stretch-stretch interaction term in the

potential function, it seems safe to discount the possibility.

The most striking feature of the r3sults for all three molecul(.t

is the large value obtained for d/Jr. Except in CH 3F such large

values have been obtained previously only for highly resonant
molecules such as 00, N20, CO2 and COS. The fact that the moment

in CF4 and SF6 increases as the bond is stretched implies that if F

is at the negative end of the dipole at equilibrium the negative ion

resonance fonn becoties more pronouncud as the bond is stretched, in

good agreement with the usual rcsonunce argument. However, if our

earlier conclusions are correct the magnitude of / r is even

greater in SiF4 than in CF4 or SF6 and the momvnt docraases when
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the bond is stretched. For this we have no present explanation
although one can formally include a no-bond resonance fom to produce

this result. Nevurtheless, this would still not explain the great

difference between !AF and the other two. The fact that the value4
of d A/a r obtained for the C-F bond in CF4 is so nearly the same

as in CH3 F where there cannot be much resonance implies that the

largo values may be associated with bonds to fluorine rather than

resonance in the molecules.

Finally, the sensitivity of our results to the choice of

potential function leads us to conclude that no bond momunt or

derivative calculated from the infrared intensities of a polyatomic

molecule can be regarded as reliable unless the general potential

function has been determined accurately or the sensitivity of the

result to reasonable variations in the potontial function has boon

calculated.



TABLE 1

Absolute Intensitius (cin 1 /cm atm) And values (OOsOuS)

For SiF4 . CF4 and SF6 .

__ __ _ __ _ SF 6
Ss IF ______ ,

S(v'3) ------ 2635 (QI) A (3) ---- 454o (QI) A --- 4800(QI)

5(4) 507 (Q2) A (U 4 ) ---- 7 (Q2) A (V 6 ) --- 280(Q2)

J +167.4 c)_ +219.8 ) --- +226.1
Q c)Q1 Q1

_ +21.07

)_73 .5 -- +2± 5 +4.62
a Q2 q2 Q2

II

I.I

I
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TABLE 2

Fundamental Frequencies of SiF4, CF4 and SF6 (cm" 1 )

SiF 4 _ CF4  SF6

q(AI) (liq.)=800 V91(A 1 ) "-904249 091(Alg,) =77531

\,2(L) (liq.) =268 v_92(E) (liq. )=437 29 2(hg ) (liq. )=6431

)3(Fg) =1031(Q1 ) 0 3 (F2 ) =1267(Q1 )30  (F2g)(1iq.)=524
31

)4(F2) = 391(Q 2 ) )4 (F2 ) =632.5(Q2 )30 4 (F2u) =36331

Q5(F 1u) --947(QI ) 32

\)6(Flu) =615(c2 ) 3 3

28. E. A. Jones, J. S. Kirby-Smith, P. J. H. Woltz, and A. H. Nielsen
J. Chem. Phys. 1, 242 (1951).

29. D. M. Yost, E. N. Lassetre, and S. F. Gross, J. Chem. Phys.
j, 325 (1936).

30. J. R. Nielsen, C. M. Richards, and H. L. McMurry, J. Chem. Phys.

16, 67 (1948).

31. R. T. Lagemann and h. A. Jones, J. Chem. Phys. i2, 534 (1951).

32. D. Edelson and K. B. McAfee, J. Chem. Phys. 1, 1311 (1951).
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FIGURE 9- Si.F4

(A) Bond Moments (d) and Bond Moment Derivatives (d/A);

(B) Coefficients in Normal Coordinates (x 1012);

(C) Force Constants (x 10"5);

as functions of the Si-F stretching force constant,

F 1 (x 105). Dashed line indicates most probable

value of F1l.
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FIGURE 10 - CF4

(A) Bond Moments (d) and Bond Moment Derivatives (d/A);

(B) Coefficients in Normal Coordinates (x 1012);

(C) Force Constants (x lo 5 );

as functions of the C-F stretching force constant,

F 1 (x l0"5). Dashed line indicates most probable

value of Fll.
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FIGURE II - SF6

(A) Bond Moments (d) and Bond Moment Derivatives (d/A);

(B) Coefficients in Normal Coordinates (x 1012);

(C) Force Constants (x 105);

as functions of the S-F stretching force constant,

FII (x 10"5). Dashed line indicates most probable

value of FII.
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The Design of Photoelectric Rnman Apparatus*
WmLIM R. Busixot
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The performance of a photoelectric Raman spectrograph depends on the amount of luminant energy
transmitted to the photomultiplier. An expression for this energy is found and this leads directly to certain
prindple to be followed in the design of such an instrument. The optimum sample shape is discussed and
various types of sources arm compared.

P ERHAPS the greatest single advance in experi- Figure 1 shows schematically the optics of a typical
mental Raman spectroscopy since its discovery in photoelectric Raman spectrograph. Included is the

1928 has been the introduction in recent years of photo- sample which is irradiated by the exciting light, the
electric methods for the detection and recording of the condensing lens, the entrance and exit slits, the colli-
spectrum. The primary advantage which is gained by mating and camera lenses or mirrors, and the dispersing
the elimination of the photographic process is a response elements. In Appendix I it is shown that the total energy
curve which is linear and free from the inherent irre- transmitted by the system is given by:
producibility of the older technique. For this reason a E=kilkaY1/fj, (1)
photoelectric instrument should provide better intensity
measurements, more reliable polarization data, and Here k is a constant, i is the average intensity of the
more accurate information on band shapes. Further- excitation in watts/cm2 , I is the length of the sample,
more, the convenience of an instrument which presents h, is the height of the entrance slit, a is the area of the
the data in immediately usable form is a factor which limiting aperture, v is the spectral slit width in cm-,
cannot be overlooked, d is the dispersion in radians cm-, t is the efficiency

On the other hand, because a photoelectric instru- of the optical system, and f, is the focal length of the
ment must scan the spectrum, it necessarily makes less collimator 3

efficient use of the scattered light than does a photo- The energy transmitted depends on the square of the
graphic spectrograph which can record all wavelengths spectral slit width, and, since the resolving limit imposed
simultaneously. Moreover, the effective exposure time, by diffraction can seldom be reached with the intensities
i.e., the response time of the electronic circuits, is limited available in Raman spectroscopy, this spectral slit wid th
in practice to less than a minute. These limitations make is usually a direct measure of the resolution.t As long as
it necessary to use considerable care in designing a this condition is satisfied it will always be possible to
spectrograph for photoelectric use. In 'this paper we increase the signal to noise ratio of a given instrument
shall discuss the various factors involved in the design by sacrificing resolution and vice versa. In practice it is
of such an instrument, necessary to choose a suitable compromise between

these factors. It is evident that any change in the design
OGIE RAL of an instrument which tends to increase the energy

A good photoelectric Ramn spectrograph should be transmission will also tend to improve the resolution.
capable of providing satisfactory resolution together XONOCHROMATOR
with a high signal to noise ratio. In many cases it is
deirible to obtain this result with a limited amount of It is therefore desirable to provide the monochromator
ample. with slits as high as practical. The optics should have

The signal to noise ratio of a photoelectric detector a large effective area, and the focal length of the colli-
depeads ka l am the amount of lunmiant energy mator must be as short as possible. The prisms or
which it receives The reason for this is that if the grating should be efficient and have a high dispersion.
I out is much leas than the dark current, the There is little preference between the two types of dis-

noise wl be smbstantialy constant and the signal to persing elements, however, because, although gratings
noise ratio will be proportional to the light intensity. For often have the higher dispersion, prisms are usually
str g light signals the noise increases "' the square root more efficient|

ofthe pbotocurreuat so that an increase in intensity will s Sia haeb d.$ie by Pery (Proc. Plays.
s .hapeot the signa to 0oe ratot. ue. mdinS A (6S (19U)) i cider to ompare mmowo-h

a.matars aed fr isai aadx~ by ftran (Plays Today

A ~i -- -mtO

,4336I (19. 7 is in contrastwith the d re nuiromens of a pW*o.
IL W, t= II .V S,= If M/a r/ 3 (1 7). V=6 atn~t ichmxl to enaiD day rather then

774!
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For comparing various monochromators quantita- 11_,r

tively it may be desirable to use the figure of merit, X f.z
kiadt/f1, obtained by factoring the pertinent para- I L. . 0 12
meters from (1). For example, it may be shown that the 11111 CI p
grating monochromator of Rank and Wiegand' has S
approximately the same figure of merit as the Perkin-
Elmer Model 83 prism monochromator. The shorter
focal length of the latter instrument compensates for n--f---. -
the higher dispersion and larger aperture of the former.

Djo. 1. The optical system of a typical photoelectric Raman
An instrument which has been constructed in this spectrograph showing the sample, S, which is irradiated by the
laboratory4 with longer slits, large prisms, and a rela- exciting light, X, the condensing lens, C, the entrance and exit
tively short focal length has a figure of merit two to slits, az and a, the collimating and camera lenses (or mirrors),
three times larger than that of either of the above 14 and Lt, the prisms or grating, D, and the photomultiplier, P.

monachromators. No exact figures are given because the entire entrance slit and making the cell as short as
good estimates of I are unavailable for some of these necessary.11instruments.

SAMPLE SOU.C,
It has been assumed in the previous discussion that Finally it is necessary to design the source so that the

the sample is high enough and wide enough to embrace excitation intensity, i, is as large as possible. This not

the entire optical path of the spectrograph. It is well only means 'that the lamps must operate at high power
known that under these conditions the position and but also that the radiation must be efficiently concen-

focal length of the condensing lens or the distance of the trated on the sample. Because of the wide variety of
sample from the entrance slit can have no effect on the sources in general use it was decided to make some
energy transmission but that the latter dep)ends only simple calculations to compare various designs and to

on the sample length, 1.s The dimensions of the sample gain an understanding of the factors influencing their

required do depend on these factors, however, and also intensities. For this purpose the geometrical efficiency, g,

on the design of the monochromator in a way which has of a source will be defined as the fraction of the total

been treated by Poole.' Using his results we obtain an light of the lamps which would fall on a Raman sample

expression for the volume of a sample with rectangular presenting an area of one cm2 in every direction. It will

cross section: be assumed that this total light is proportional to p, the
power consumed by the lamps, so that the intensity at

V-(P m/2oa)[1/m+l/2uf.(l+m)]+Pm'/4m2a (2) the sample is given by:

where f, is the focal length of the condensing lens, m is i c gp.
the mgnpification of the image of the sample on the
entrance slit, a is the ratio of the collimator focal length gp may then be used as a figure of merit for estimating
to the diameter of the limiting aperture, and is is the the relative performance of a source.

refractive index of the sample. In Appendix II approximate expressions for g are de-

If it is necemary to reduce the sample volume the two rived for six types of sources. These are listed in Table I

parameters which have an appreciable effect on V and together with numerical values of gp for some represent-

which are readily adjustable are I and kh. It is clear ative designs. A few remarks may be made about each

from (I) that a decrease in I will have the same effect on type of source on the basis of these calculations.

the energy as a proportional decrease in ht. From (2), A simple source, consisting of lamps at a distance r

however, it is apparent that a decrease in i will have a from the sample (or a single spiral arc surrounding it),

much greater effect on the sample volume than a has a low efficiency but high powered lamps may be

p rportional decreise in hi, With a given volume t ued. Since the efficiency is proportional to l/r it may
sample the beat parformce can be btained by uing be more desirable to use a mall number of lamps close

bethemple than a bW am beat a preater distance.
t W a aV. ht bs In Aph 1 tba Ale s doty The melts show that the adition of a single circular

b-gik/If: cylindrical reflector does not increae the intensity of

whi is is the food Wo of the m a s Ila tIs md th a imple source substantially.
m d M ado te m tMts I al I IuII

adit "teiu ICMM h OW So 00 HFrsmwk aaple S CMlefmWsd W" 6sa On g
hm t 1 lh. hw m bse I sndm aL&MI th m. aa s a emh 10 lo wiad with a
ishgrha' ao iN41 a in wihe k d c Mok but Magypa vajm for t6s parala

b" seve~p a grafte btr for 0h.- U,1.% a-S., J cm) ve cedtta dat the loom as a
wMdh. d4.0 c while the valws d ho Ibtw b II a&.1h~i , *I ommowL AW.Uing ad A I. M.WR M only dd* 1It nh= 1 S pLa (CL A01 3kt MJ (Mg).daik~e
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TABLE I. The efficiencies and relative intensities of various Raman sources. (See Appendix II for derivations.)

Represeditative source of each type

Relative intensity.
Type of source Efficiency. g Meaning of symbols Typical values sp, in watts/cm'

Simple source 1/4fvr r -distance of lamps from sample 8 cm .2.5
p -- total lamp power 2000 watts

Simple source with (1I4U)['lI,+ 1I(2b-r)J] r -distance of lamps from sample 8 cm 3.2
circular cylindrical b -radius of reflector 11 cm
reflector p-total lamp power 2000 watts

Elliptical reflectors 1/4vrl+m/2bnd r -distance of lamps from sample 8 cm 4.8
(See Fig. 2) b -major axis of ellipse 11 cm

d --diameter of lamps 2.5 cm
n-number of lamps 2
m-metallic reflection coefficient 0.9
p -total lamp power 500 watts

Same source with 5.5
x-4, p= 1000
watts

Spherical lens bl/4v$hd b -radius of lens 8 cm 0.24
v -image distance 30 cm
h -length of lamp 15 cm
d -diameter of lamp 2.5 cm
p -total lamp power 500 watts

Cylindrical lens b/4-(u+v)d b -width of lens 10 cm 0.09
v -image distance 30 cm
.u---object distance 30 cm
d --diameter of lamp 2.5 cm
p -total lamp power 500 watts

Enclosed diffuse (cIbI)P/(I-)+l/4'r c -- empirical constant 0.04 1.6
reflector (MgO) r -distance of lamps from sample 8 cm

b -radius of reflector 11 cm
--average reflection coefficient 0.85

p -total lamp power 500 watts

Same source with 6.2
p= 2000 watts

Sources using elliptical reflectors have a high effi- second, the number of lamps has only a small effect on
ciency, and in practice they should compare favorably the intensity. This is illustrated by the two sources of
with simple sources of higher power. The calculations this type which are described in Table I. It will be seen
show that it is again desirable to keep the lamps close that in this case doubling the number of lamps adds only
to the sample and that the major axis of the ellipse must about 15 percent to the intensity.
be made as small as possible. It is evident from the calculations that sources using

Unfortunately there are certain limitations on the either spherical or cylindrical lenses are usually much
power which can be used efficiently in such a source, less intense than any of the other types considered here.
High powered lamps with suitable spectral character- The primary reason for this is that the lens itself can
istics for Raman work usually must be large in diameter. intercept only a small fraction of the total light.
The calculations show, however, that a large lamp Recently a new type of source has been introduced
diameter results in a low efficiency. For this reason, and which uses a completely enclosed diffuse reflector of
also because large lamps will generally require larger magnesium oxide.7 Because the amount of light is
values of r and b, increasing the power of the individual effectively multiplied by many reflections this type of
lamps may provide only a limited improvement in the source is potentially the most intense known. The con-
intensity. tetribution of these multiple reflections appears in the

Furtbermore, the number of lamps cannot be in- expression for the efficiency as the factor #/(1-,6) where
creased without eliminating the most effective part of f8 is the arwrage reflection coefficient. If 0 can be kept
each ellipse (See Fig, 2 (c0l. Using the expression for g close to unity the efficiency will be very high. On the
%ke find that if p is the pwer of each lamp and there are tther hand, 'any opening in the reflector which allow,;
n )AnMIA then light to escape lowers the value of ji and therefore

Sp'm/'2bd+p'xA'4,r. decreases the efficiency of the source. If much light

Since the first term is usually large compared to the 7 A. C. Menaies and J. Skinner, J. Sd. Instr. 26, 299 (1949).

I?
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escapes in this way the advantage of the diffuse re-
flector is lost. I, j

In practice the requirement that the source be en- R
closed may cause some inconvenience. It should also r
be pointed out that small changes in 0 may cause L
appreciable changes in the efficiency so that intensity
measurements may not be as reproducible as those made R/
with other sources.

Using the general principles which have been set /
forth here, a photoelectric recording Raman spectro- L "
graph has been designed and built in this laboratory.
This instrument has already been described briefly,' and
a more detailed account of its performance is being -

prepared for publication.
The author wishes to express his appreciation to L S

Professor Donald F. Hornig for suggesting this problem
and for his helpful discussions throughout the work.

APPENDIX I FIo. 2. A Raman source using elliptical reflectors. (a) Top
view showing the lamps, L, the sample, S, and the reflectors, R.

Derivation of the Energy Transmission The dashed lines indicate the possibility of using more than two
lamps. (b) Parameters used in the derivation of g for the elliptical

The slits of a monochromator will ordinarily be ad- reflectors. a is the angle about the lamp, L, and J, is the angleTe slo a m habout the sample, S. (c) Top view of the ellipse showing howut shthe finite diameter of the lamps decreases the efficiency of the
source. Comparison of the two figures shows that portions of the

W1 =W2J11J2, (3) ellipse near the sample are more efficient than those near the lamp.

where w, and wt are the entrance and exit slit widths, APPENDIX H
respectively, and f, and f are the collimating and
camera lens focal lengths. The exit slit width is related The Efficiency of Various Sources
to the spectral slit width, , by the equation: The geometrical efficiency, g, of a source has been

u g2= (4) defined as the fraction of the total light which would
fall on a test sample presenting an area of one cml inwhere d is the dispersion in radians/cm - 1. every direction. Approximate expressions for g will now

Because the intensity of a Raman source depends be found for six types of sources.
only on the sample length, 1, and the exciting intensity, Simple sourc.--In this source the sample is irradiated
i, we may treat the source as though it were an infinite directly by the lamps without the aid of lenses or re-
plane glowing with an intensity proportional to it.' flectors. It may be shown that no large error is intro-
E', the energy entering the monochromator, is propor- duced by assuming that every volume element of the
tional to the area of the entrance slit, w1k, and also lamps is at approximately the same distance, r, from
to the solid angle subtended by the optics so that the sample. If each element radiates uniformly in all

BX.kilu,hka!fj2  directions then the efficiency is given by:

where a is the area of the limiting aperture and k' is a

constant. The fraction of the entering energy which Simple source uQwk circular cylindrical refleclor.-The
leaves the exit slit is proportional to the spectral slit focusing effect of a circular reflector and the contribu-
width and also to 1, the efficiency of the optical system, tion of multiple reflections may be shown to be negli-
The over-all energy transmission is then given by: gible. If the radius of the reflector is b, then this source

B-kilwvh1kj~a f (S) has the properties of a simple source with a second ring
of lamps at a distance of 2b-r from the ample and

Suhtituting (3) and (4) in (5) we have g- (1/4)[l1/r+I/(2b-r)-],

E-ikikapildf. Eliptical refeaors.--The top view of a typical source

If the instrument is photographic rather than photo- using elliptical reflectors is shown in Fig. 2(a), To
-lectric its performance is determined by the eetgy calculate g weshall consider separatelylight leaving the
density instead of the total energy. Dividing (5) by lamp within each increment of the horizontal angle,
,e- kjsfz*' we obtain *(See Fig. 2 (b).) s will then be found by integrating

these contributions over s9
Ia , fwAhlvM"?. Each ray of lht which reaches the ample via theIJ
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reflector travels a distance approximately equal to the the total light falling on the one cm2 test sample is then
major axis, b, of the ellipse. Ile vertical angle (i.e.,g =( 140 t1th =b/ A .
the angle in a plane perpendicular to the page in Fig. 2)
subtended by a test sample one cm square is then I/b. Cylindrical lens.-In this type of source an image of
The fraction of the light leaving the lamp within this the lamp is formed on the sample by a cylindrical lens.
vertical angle and also within the increment of solid Since there is no focusing effect in the vertical plane
angle, d8, is d9/4,ib. (i.e., the plane containing the axes of the lamp, lens, and

Not all of this light falls on the test sample, however, sample), a one cm square test sample will subtend an
because of the finite diameter of the lamp and the angle of 1/(u+v) in this plane where u and v are the
horizontal magnification effect which is illustrated in image and object distances, respectively. In the hori-
Fig. 2(c). The diameter of the lamp image at the sample zontal plane (perpendicular to these axes) the lens of
is v(O)d/u(9) where u and r are the object and image width b subtends an angle of b/u. The fraction of the
distances, respectively. The fraction of the image falling total light emitted within the solid angle defined by
on a sample one cm wide is then u(9)/v(8)d. The fraction these two plane angles is b/4wu(u+v). Not all of this
of the total light which reaches the test sample via an light falls on the test sample, however, because of the
element of the ellipse which subtends an angle dO is finite diameter d, of the lamp. The width of the image
given by: is md/u and the useful fraction is u/vd so that the

dg= m(dO/41rb)r3u(e)/v(8)d] expression for the efficiency is

where m is the metallic reflection coefficient. Integrating g= Eb/4ru(u-kv)](u/vd) = b/41v(u+ -)d.
over 0 and adding the effect of light which reaches the Enclosed diffuse refleclor.-In this type of source the
sample without reflection we have: intensity is effectively multiplied by many reflections

*--/- within a diffuse reflector which is almost completely

l/4,rr+ (i/4sbd) 2( [u(8)/v(O)]dO enclosed. We shall obtain an expression for g in a semi-g- .)2fempirical manner which does not involve the calculation
0of the distribution of light flux.

where is the angle about the sample as shown in Fig. Let # be the average reflection coefficient of the
2(b) and n is the number of lamps. r is again the distance interior of the reflector (including the effect of holes
of the lamps from the sample. which allow light to escape). On each reflection the

It may be shown that for any ellipse incident light is multiplied by the fraction # so that the
total reflected light is equal to the original light times
#+#+#,+ . =8/(1-0). The reflector is then effec.-p,] [u(O) (O)7JdO/ tively a lamp with #/(1-P) times the power of the real

fe lamps. Adding the effect of direct radiation we may
so that write= 1/4ur2+m/2bnd. g-- (c/b 2)(l-#)+1/4rr (6)

Spherical /e.-In this source an image of the lamp where r is the distance of the lamps from the sample, b
is focused on the sample by an ordinary spherical lens. is the radius of the reflector, and c is a constant to be
If the radius of the lens is b and its distance from the determined empirically.
lamp is i then the fraction of the total light which falls A source with b= 7.6 cm, r=6.3 cm, and P=0.86
on the lens is w*/4i.--b2/4*0. This light forms an (calculated) was tested photoelectrically in this labora-
image of the lamp which has an area e'hd/u2 where d tory. By comparing measurements of the intensity of
and k are the diameter and height of the lamp re- the Raman spectrum of CCI4 with and without the
spectively and r is the image distance. The fraction of diffuse reflector the first term of (6) was found to be

SIt be tat in th2.3 times the second and from this data c was calculated
Sreascim or mams, the epraeioms forg wich am deived bere to be 0.044. While it is true that c must depend to some

we'U givitm din which an app~seistey corect a*y ower extent on the geometry of the reflector, this figure
the a_ the im--ge of the hmp. Ithe maupi should be useful for estimating the order of magnitude

thea tlimage the efective intensity o the ooufue wis
thm ilst calculated. of g for any source of this type.

U
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The Vibrational Spectra of Molecules and Complex Ions in Crystals. VI. Carbon Dioxide*
W. E. OSBXRGt Am D. F. Hoamo

M Wf Ckea Laboraories, Brown Uuiwsity, ProidAce, Rkode Island
(Received April 14, 1952)

A previously reported discrepancy between the predicted and observed infrared spectrum of crystalline
carbon dioxide is shown to arise from the presence of two peaks due to C"0, a combination band involving
a lattice frequency near 110 cm- and two reflection peaks. The infrared spectrum was studied at - 1900C
and aside from the previous features shows one component from Ps and two from vs, shifted very little from
the gas frequencies. The difficulties encountered in interpreting the spectrum of this simple crystal occur
quite generally in the spectra of more complicated substances.

INTRODUCTION coupled motions of the molecules in the crystal is just

sbeen pointed out that the reported i the relation between the site symmetry and the space

spectrum of crystalline carbon dioxide is incom- group 7

ptible with the structure determined by x-ray diffrac- This relation is illustrated for the present case in

tion studies.' Such a, discrepancy in so simple a Fig. 1. It is seen that , should give rise to two com-

molecular crystal seemed worthy of further investi- ponents in the crystal. They may both be Raman
gatio to active. In fact this vibration is split by Fermi resonance

. According to the x-ray structure determinations, with 2rj, just as in the gas, and no further splitting

carbon dioxide forms a face-centered cubic lattice of has been observed. The antisymmetric vibration rs

symmetry TO with four molecules per unit cell." '4 should give rise to two components (species A. and F,.

The moleculks all lie on sites of symmetry Ci(uS4). of TA) of which only the second should be infrared active

This site symmetry alone is sufficient to establish that in the crystal. However, two peaks have been reported

the exclusion rule between infrared and Raman spectra by Dahlke. s Finally, the bending vibration 02 should

should hold, as indeed it does. Only the Fermi doublet yield three components in the crystal, one of species E,.

arising from the symmetric stretching vibration (PI) has and two of species F,.. Only the latter pair should be

been observed in the Raman spectrum,' while the anti- active, but three peaks were observed. Consequently,

symmetric stretching vibration (us) and the bending we have reinvestigated the infrared spectrum of crystal-

vibration (n) were found only in the infrared spectrum.$ line carbon dioxide in order to determine the origin of

The relation betwin the vibrations of the isolated these differences.

molecule and of the active vibrations arising frm the IM NMAL RESULTS

0 &mod on a tinis pmented by W. E. Osbeeg in partial fulil. Commercial carbon dioxidet whose purity was stated
mrt of. p tsfo the degre o Doctor of hilo5phy, to be 99.5 percent was used for the work. The maximumloPaUnt, address: Her7U Pwo er apey, Wilmieon, amounts of impurity were stated to be 0.34 percent

D. 7 mml, D w -aaa ~.N.,1(9 nitrogen, 0.09 percent oxygen, and 0.07 percent water
'J . W. IL Keno. .mo. ? Anuted A . vapor. The infrared spectrum of the gas diclsed no

.2 41926). impurity which might affect the results of this investi-
*1. MaxA tad .. Pufbland, Z. Krim. 61, M (1925); 64, 113 gation.(1l).

CJ. C. wa and J. 0. Wilhebe, Trans, k Soc. Can. The films were prepared by subliming the COs,
SecC. (3)19,531 (192). which had previously been condensed in a cold trap,

IT C. NcLa sad IL D. SmW4h Can. J. Resawch 7, 351
(1W .. 'D. F. Hom J. Cbe Phvs. 16, 1063 (19).
IW4 Db", L 130 (11"6. t Pure Carboc impay. Bosto, Masehesetts.
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Fra. 1. Relation between tihe local symmetry of CO, in thecrsa
&nd the symmetry the unit cell contini 4 moleculerstai Fro. 3. The infrared spectrum of crystalline CO at - 190T in

the region of the fundamental P2 taken with N&CI prism.

onto an NaCI backing plate which was mounted in a DISCUSSION
low temperature transmission type cell maintained at
a temperature of - 1900C. The resulting films were It is to be expected that at this low temperature
quite transparent to the eye, except for the thickest (-1900 C) all of the fundamental vibrations should
ones, and showed little scattering in the infrared region. yield sharp lines in the infrared spectrum.7 If all of the

The spectra were obtained at - 190°C on a double- sharp lines in the spectrum of the thin film are assigned
beam infrared spectrophotometer, s using CaF2, NaCI, to the fundamentals, the pattern of lines coincides
and KBr prisms. They are shown in Figs. 2 to 5 and exactly with that expected theoretically. Only one line
the results tabulated in Table I. The frequencies given which can be ascribed to the asymmetric stretching
are believed to be accurate to +5 cm -l at 3700 cm-1, vibration Ps is observed (Fig. 2), and in contrast to
-3 cm-' at 2350 cm-1, and +1 cm-1 at 650 cm'l. the earlier work this line has a frequency only 5 cm-'

The spectrum of crystalline carbon dioxide obtained in different from that found in the gas. Similarly, two
the present work agrees well with that of Dahlke in the sharp lines due to the bending vibration v2 are observed.
vicinity of 650 cm- and 3600 cm-'. However, it is The mean observed width of these three lines at half
quite different in the neighborhood of 2300 cm-', and the maximum absorption coefficient is only 5 cm-;
the absorption maximum which was reported at 2288 most of the width of rs and of the less intense component
cm -r actually occurs at 2344 cm-'. Since the spec- of v, certainly originates in the finite resolution of the
troneter was calibrated on the atmospheric carbon spectrometer, but the more intense component of Ps
dioxide band at 2349 cm-' before and after each run, appears to have a natural width of approximately
it does not seem possible that the present results are 3 cm-'. Consequently, there appears to be no genuine
in error. In addition, the study of a thick film revealed discrepancy.
an absorption band at 637 cm-1 which had not been In addition to these three lines there are two sharp
reported previously, but weak bands which can be ascribed unambiguously

o to C302 . Since the vibration frequencies of the C13)
...- > molecule differ from those of the surrounding molecules,

:- the C'402 spectrum should be simple, showing no struc-
ture caused by intermolecular coupling. This is indeed

Sthe case and only one peak due to , is found in C"O,
in contrast to C'K which shows two. This effect has

II soI

,~ air .-a

I~~l m _ _ _ _ m m

Pu.L I Th hhd wlstvim d ay Cos at -9(o'.n FCWJAiY -OA-'
the s.mak fthe hamkmsm'aW S. Fia. 4The inirsaW. spectrisin of crystalline We, at 1 9&C in

Hyde * , sad MU&,* 1. opt &ec. Am. 4k *I (IM, the row~a o the Ioamnstal ft. take. with"& K~r prismL
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been observed previously in solid solutions of HCI in 100 0
DCI and of naphthalene in anthracene.' - "V

Aside from the peaks near 3600 cm- which are
readily interpreted in terms of the large number of Fio. 5. The infra- '02

components of the two combinations lying in this red spectrumn of ,
vicinity (all of which may resonate) and those at crystalline CO, at~ I4 .
667 cm- and 2379 cm-' which we believe are caused -1C in the vi- 4 0 and
by reflection, all that remains is the relatively broad 2,+ ,,. n
peak at 2454 cm-' and a region of extremely weak "0i
absorption, scarcely above the noise level in the thickest 20_ A-__ _,

film, between 2235 and 2270 cm- .It seems highly FEQUENCY IN C**
probable that the former arises from a combination
of Ps with the torsional oscillation frequencies of the
molecules in the lattice with a maximum density of appear in the spectra of crystals as spurious absorption.
frequencies near 110 cm-'. It is not impossible, how- Because of the rapid variation of the index of refractionthequencieneat e cina ti iolvs antiponbla near an absorption band the reflectivity of each inter-
Lever, tv t face varies widely in the neighborhood of an absorption
frequencies since the u-g selection rule applies only to band and may shift the apparent peak position or
limiting modes" but the selection rules for limiting produce a spurious peak nearby, usually on the high
modes appear to be valid empirically, no definite frequency side. In a recent investigation of the reflection

S, aespectra of the ammonium salts, Bovey found reflection
TAULE I, Infrared absorption frequencies of crystalline peaks shifted as much as 30 cm-i to the high frequencycarbon dioxide at - 190*C.cside of the absorption maximum.' 2

Gas Crytal A. Line width However, they have also been observed shifted to
(cm') cm-J) (cm-A) (cm-' Auignent low frequencies."

3748, A very characteristic feature of reflection maxima
3716 3712 -4 "27 ,',+ and which frequently is sufficient to identify them is their

3639J 2.,+, very great intensity increase when the thickness of thin3609 13610 +12454 35 vF+ Torsion films is increased. This effect arises because the de-

2379* ... Reflection structive interference of the beams reflected from the2349 2344 -5 7 V3 front and back surfaces of a vanishingly thin film
2284 2280 -4 7 FS (C" O)

667 ... Reflection changes to constructive interference when the film
667 7 10~ 1 thickness is X/4.667 13 -10 4 Such behavior is clearly apparent in the peaks at

642b 637 -. 6 , (C"0O) 667 cm- 1 and 2379 cm- 1, both of which occur on the
high frequency shoulders of the true absorption and

SSlulae. both of which increase in intensity much more rapidly
than the true absorption, as is evident from a com-
parison of the spectra of thin and thick films (Figs. 2violations having yet been found. The absorption near an3)

2260 cm- 1 may arise from the corresponding difference
bands. CONCLUSIONS

THR IFlT OF UUIZCTION The spectrum of crystalline carbon dioxide agrees
* with the theoretical expectations. It is complicated by

The effect of reflection from the vacuum-sample and the presence of peaks due to C"(O,, reflection and com-
sample-mbking interfaces, plus the reflection from the bination between internal and lattice vibrations. These
same interfaces traversed in the opposite direction, complications are of very general occurrence and may

I). F. Homk and G. L. e . Ce. n 3, 918 lad to difficulties in the interpretation of the infrared
(199). spectra of crystals of more complicated molecules.
* G. C. Pimen t , J. Cbemn. Pb1i. 19, 1536 (1951).
* M. Winston and R. S. Mford, J. Chem. Phys 17, 607 0 L. F. Bovey, J. Chem. Phys. 18, 1684 (1950).

(2949). U C. Schaefer, Z. Physik 75, 687 (1932).
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